Abstract. The problem of service routing (or dynamic service composition) has recently emerged as a consequence of the distributed composable services model residing in middleware layer(s). However, existing solutions are mostly suitable for small-or medium-scale service overlay networks, as service routing is performed over flat overlay topologies such as a mesh. Due to their increasing routing information maintenance costs, these flat (single-level) topology solutions cannot cope with largescale service overlay networking. For better scalability, in this paper, we provide a hierarchical service routing framework, which comprises three parts. In the first part, we organize the overlay network nodes into clusters based on their Internet distances. We then construct a hierarchically fully connected (HFC) topology based on the clustering result. In such a topology, nodes within a cluster are considered fully connected, and the clusters themselves are also fully connected by their border nodes. In the second part, a hierarchical state information distribution protocol will be provided so that each node in the system maintains full state of the nodes in its own cluster and aggregate state of other clusters in the system. In the third part, we present how service paths can be computed hierarchically in a divide-and-conquer fashion. Through simulation tests, we demonstrate that while achieving much better scalability, our framework provides also as good and efficient service paths as single-level mesh solutions.
Introduction
The concept of overlay networking has recently been brought up for supporting various kinds of middleware and application services. However, most of the existing work, such as [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ], targets at small-or medium-scale overlay networks, as the constructed overlay topologies are mostly meshes of single level.
These single-level, flat network organizations do not scale, because of their increasing routing information maintenance cost. To achieve scalability, in this paper, we introduce a middleware framework for hierarchical service routing that reduces routing information maintenance cost by means of topology abstraction and state information aggregation. In correspondence to these mechanisms, service routing will also be done hierarchically. Assuming that each node in the system maintains partial global state (full state of the nodes in its own cluster and aggregate state of other clusters in the system), hierarchical routing shares advantages of source routing and distributed routing [7] .
Although hierarchical (data) routing at the network layer has been extensively studied in the literature [8, 9, 10] , hierarchical service routing in distributed, overlay service networks (middleware and application layer) presents several additional challenges that need special efforts. (1) While at the network layer, clusters are defined manually by humans based on certain properties of the network (e.g., location, administrative domain, or connectivity), an overlay service network has a virtual, fully-connected topology 1 . Hence the first problem is how to identify virtual clusters and how to define connectivity between nodes and clusters. (2) In a clustered service overlay network, the second problem is how service routing information should be aggregated and distributed. (3) Compared to data routing, service routing exhibits two new constraints: service functionality and service dependency, that make traditional data routing solutions inapplicable [11] . While solutions such as [11, 12, 5] 
exist for service routing over flat, singlelevel topologies, how can a single-level topology solution be extended to solve the hierarchical service routing problem?
We address these challenges as follows. For the first problem, as delay (proximity) will be used as a performance metric when seeking service paths, we will use proximity as a metric for clustering services. Since services are located in proxies, the distance between a pair of services can be represented by the distance between the proxies in which the services are located. Thus the problem of clustering services by their proximity amounts to the problem of clustering proxies by their proximity. To achieve this goal, a combination of mechanisms (for distance map obtainment and clustering) will be adopted in this paper, so that the clustered overlay proxy network is congruent with the underlying physical network. Once the clusters (of proxies) have been detected, we will create the topology in such a way that nodes within a single cluster are fully connected, and the clusters themselves are also fully connected by their border nodes. Therefore, any pair of intra-cluster nodes can communicate to each other directly, and any pair of inter-cluster nodes can communicate to each other via their border nodes. We name such a topology an HFC (Hierarchically Fully-Connected) topology. Figure 1 depicts an example of a bi-level HFC topology. This topology design choice stems from the following observation. Service routing exhibits some different features (e.g., service functionality and service dependency) than data routing that make the use of partial mesh topologies, which is suitable for data routing, not as suitable. This is so because, in data routing, nodes simply participate as relays, and pass data as is to their neighboring nodes; however, in service routing, as the data traverses, nodes may be required to process it differently using different services. Since how services are to be composed (the service dependency issue) is mostly resolved at the runtime, two runtime-defined neighboring services may appear to be several nodes apart in a statically configured partial mesh. In other words, meshes configured statically do not reflect well service dependency needs that are resolved at execution time. In fact, highest efficiency in service paths can be only achieved if the overlay network is considered fully connected (assuming the underlying physical network does not partition). We thereby try to make the hierarchical topology as fully connected as possible. While large networks cannot afford full topologies, after having done proximitybased clustering, small groups of nearby nodes will afford to be fully connected. In a bi-level HFC hierarchy, two nodes (thus also the services installed on them) are at most two nodes away. By limiting the number of hops between any pair of services will potentially increase service path efficiencies.
For the second problem, because service routing involves functionality as the basic requirement, and certain performance metrics for optimization purposes, we will need to maintain two pieces of information: service functionality (or capability) of the nodes and performance status of single or aggregated nodes/links, by using a hierarchical state information distribution protocol. Topology aggregation with QoS parameters has been studied in [9, 13] . We need to further solve the service capability information (SCI) aggregation problem. Assuming that each service can be uniquely named, and a single proxy's SCI is represented as a set of service names, we can aggregate SCI of a group of proxies as the union of their individual SCI sets. State information will be further discussed in Section 4. In this paper, we will only consider delay as our service path performance metric, QoS parameters such as bandwidth, machine capacity, and machine volatility [11] , will not be considered at this point.
For the third problem, we will adopt the solution developed in our previous work [11] for intra-cluster service routing, and use a modified version for intercluster service routing. The resulting solution will perform hierarchical service routing in a top-down, divide-and-conquer fashion, in a sense that a single node with partial global state of the system first resolves the inter-cluster service routing problem, and then let certain proxies inside those clusters along the path to find intra-cluster service routes.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the assumptions made throughout this paper. Section 3 presents the details about HFC-topology construction. Section 4 provides a hierarchical state information distribution protocol so that when stabilized, each node in the overlay network topology has a partial global state of the system. In Section 5, we show how hierarchical service path finding can be performed. Section 6 is devoted to performance study/comparison of the presented solutions in several aspects, against other topology organization methods. Section 7 concludes the paper with some future directions.
Assumptions

Service Model
This research is based on the composable services model [14, 15, 16, 17] , assuming services can be composed together to perform more complex tasks. Such a model allows dynamic customization of services, and is useful, for example, in multimedia application delivery or in Web applications where customizations are specially desirable to overcome various kinds of Internet heterogeneities or to cater to end-users' special needs. As two application instances that may make use of the composable services model:
-An MPEG video stream may undergo a series of transformations for customization: (1) be watermarked for copyright protection; (2) be converted from MPEG to H.261 to reduce bandwidth requirement; (3) be incorporated with a background music, under user's request; (4) be compressed, again, for less bandwidth requirement. -A Web document may (under user's request): (1) be translated to another language; (2) be merged with another document residing on a certain machine; (3) be formatted.
Service composition has to follow certain dependency relations due to either operational constraints 2 or input/output constraints 3 . We use the notation s i → s j to denote that service s i is to be followed by service s j . A service request is to find a service path, between a pair of source and destination nodes, such that it satisfies a linear or non-linear service dependency graph (service graph or SG for short), as depicted in Figure 2 . While a linear service graph contains only one single service configuration, a non-linear service graph may contain multiple feasible service configurations, because a path that leads from any source service to any sink service is said to satisfy the request (a feasible configuration).
Overlay Networks
In order to carry out the customizations, services need to be available at certain locations between the multimedia server and client. Since it is not scalable performing all customizations at the end points (server and client), proxies have been introduced to facilitate the deployment of applications [18] . We thus assume in this paper that composable services are installed on these media proxies. We do not assume active services or any type of dynamic downloading of services; i.e., in this work, services are statically installed on proxies. The reason that active services are not assumed here is that we believe in the current Internet, they are still hard to be widely deployed, as most system administrators may not allow dynamic installations of software in their systems due to security concerns. The no-active-services assumption generally implies that proxy nodes become different in terms of functional capabilities. Given a distributed, composable service overlay network, applications demand support from middleware so as to automate processes of locating and composing services. The service path finding problem is, given a service request (source proxy + SG + destination proxy), to find an efficient mapping between services and proxies, so that the end-to-end path is efficient in terms of delay or other QoS metrics [11] . In this paper, we will only consider delay as a performance metric when performing service path finding. A concrete service path may have the form: sp = −/p 0 , s 1 /p 1 , . . . , s n /p n , −/p n+1 , where p 0 and p n+1 are source and destination proxies, respectively, and s i /p j means that service s i is mapped onto proxy p j (note that −/p i means no service is mapped onto p i , i.e., p i acts as a message relay.).
HFC Topology Construction
As long as the underlying physical network does not partition, a set of overlay nodes can be considered fully connected. However, under such an overlay topology consideration, routing information distribution cost becomes unfeasibly high for a large overlay network, because each proxy would have n − 1 neighbors. A more scalable way is to consider the overlay network as a mesh [1, 4, 5, 6] . However, static mesh configurations do not take the service dependency issue, which is mostly resolved at execution time, into consideration. The general consequence of this is two neighboring services will likely appear to be several nodes apart, so that in order to reach one service from another, several intermediary proxy nodes will need to participate in the service path as message relays. Therefore, mesh topologies would incur longer service paths than the fully connected topology. Besides, although in terms of state information maintenance scalability, mesh is better than the fully connected topology, without topology abstraction and state information aggregation, the improvement is still not sufficient for larger-scale overlay networks.
A common approach to achieving scalability is to organize large networks into clusters/groups, so that topology abstraction becomes possible to reduce the size of global state [19, 9, 8] . Our HFC topology has the following basic properties:
1. distance-based clustering: Nodes are clustered by their proximity in the Internet. 2. connectivity: All intra-cluster nodes are fully connected among themselves, and all clusters are fully connected by their border nodes. Later on, we will call links crossing two clusters external links, and all other links within single clusters internal links. 3. border node selections: The border nodes between two clusters are selected to be the two closest nodes belonging to the two clusters. 4. visibility: Each cluster is visible by its border nodes from outside.
An HFC topology makes service routing in a large-scale overlay network feasible and efficient because of the following reasons. First, clustering allows topology abstraction so as to reduce the state information maintenance overhead. Second, clustering based on the proxies' proximity makes small groups of closely located proxies afford to be fully connected to best cater to runtime-defined service dependency needs. Third, the border node selection rule maximizes routing efficiency between clusters due to geometric properties. Also due to geometric properties, for clusters of reasonable sizes, it's very unlikely that a single node will be selected to be border nodes to all other clusters in the system, which improves load balancing on border nodes. Lastly, when dealing with hierarchical topologies, the most common way of topology aggregation is to represent a group of nodes as a single logical node [19] . Such a representation is simplest, but also introduces too much imprecision [20] . In our framework, we will make all border nodes of a cluster (several nodes instead of a single one) represent a group. Such a visibility feature will help find efficient service paths with better precisions. This issue will become clearer in Section 5.
The construction of an HFC topology follows three major steps: distance map obtainment, clustering, and selection of border nodes.
Distance Map Obtainment
As end-to-end latency is an important application-level measurable metric that gives a good reflection of the underlying physical network [21, 22] , we will use this metric to represent Internet distances. Suppose n is the number of nodes in the overlay network, if we are to get a complete distance map for the clustering purpose, then O(n 2 ) end-to-end measurements are needed, and O(n 2 ) entries will be in the map, which is an expensive operation. However, in [22] , the researchers made two interesting observations, that will allow us to reduce the complexity of the work significantly. Through real-world Internet distance measurements, the authors in [22] observed that: (1) Internet hosts can be mapped into a k dimensional coordinate space such that the geometric distance between every pair of nodes more or less reflects the network distance (round-trip propagation and transmission delay) between the nodes; (2) without directly measuring the distance between a pair of nodes x and y, this distance information can be calculated (predicted) if we know the distances between x and a set of common landmark nodes L, and the distances between y and L. Therefore, to obtain the complete distance map of n overlay proxies, we do the following:
1. Set up a small group of m landmarks -L, and let each of them measure the distances between itself and all other landmarks. To minimize the effect of Internet noises, we take the minimum value of several measurements. 2. Map the obtained distance map of L into a k-dimensional geometric space S with minimum error. This is a function minimization problem solvable by mathematical methods such as [23] . 3. Each proxy obtains the coordinates of L, and measures the distances between itself and L in order to be able to derive its own coordinates relative to L's positions, again through some function minimization method [23] . To minimize Internet noises, the minimum of several measurements should be taken.
Using such an approach, a complete distance map of n proxies can be obtained by using O(m 2 + nm) measurements and will only have O(kn) of entries (n m and n k), compared to O(n 2 ) measurements and O(n 2 ) entries in a genuine approach. Note that the goal of setting up the landmarks is to provide to regular proxies some reference points in the geometric space -S; the landmarks will not participate in any other activities.
Clustering by Graph Theory
We assume a particular proxy -P -is elected to perform the clustering operations once all of the proxies have reported their own coordinates to it. Clustering is a big and old research area spanning several fields. Many clustering methods exist in the literature for different objectives, and most of them are guided by certain laws or principles [24] . Among them, we cite the famous Gestalt principle of grouping by proximity. Based on this principle, Zahn [25] demonstrated how the minimum spanning tree (MST) can be used to detect clusters. We adopt this method to detect proxy clusters as follows.
1. Construct the MST for the set of n nodes in S. 2. Identify inconsistent edges in the MST. 3. Remove the inconsistent edges to form connected components and call them clusters.
The crucial step in the algorithm is the definition of inconsistency. We consider an edge to be inconsistent when its length is significantly larger than the average of nearby edge lengths [25] . Let a denote the length of the link being examined -l, and let T l and T r denote the left and right sub-trees connected by l, whose average length of links is denoted by b. We say that l is inconsistent if a/b > k, where k is a selected number, e.g., 2, 3, . . ..
In this work, we concentrate on clustering an overlay network of size n using one computation. However, in the real world, we should allow proxies to join and leave dynamically. While we can let future proxies join clusters of their nearest neighbors, multiple joins and leaves may deteriorate the quality of clustering. Hence some kind of re-structuring mechanism needs to be devised. We leave this as our future work.
Selection of Border Proxies
We also let P carry out the border proxies selection operation. As stated, in the HFC topology, clusters are fully connected by their border proxies. Thus, between every pair of clusters, a pair of border proxies is selected. For maximum routing efficiency, the two border proxies between a pair of clusters are 
Once the proxy P is done with clustering and border node selection, it will distribute the relevant topology information to each proxy in the system. In particular, each proxy in the system will learn the following from P : (1) its own cluster's ID and membership information, i.e., who are other members belonging to this cluster; (2) the cluster IDs in the system and their border proxies; (3) coordinates of all members within the cluster and coordinates of all border proxies in the system. Figure 4 depicts the information learned by C 2.1 from P .
Service Routing Information Distribution
As stated in Section 1, service routing needs two pieces of information: distance and service functionality/capability. Since each proxy has already the relevant coordinates information that allows itself to derive distances between any intracluster nodes and between any pair of clusters (represented by the corresponding border nodes), only the service capability information needs to be further distributed. Each proxy will maintain two Service Capability Tables, one for all proxies in its own cluster -SCT P , and the other for all clusters in the system -SCT C . The following protocol will be adopted for distribution and maintenance of the nodes' service capability information.
Local State:
Every proxy p i in the system periodically distributes its local service capability information through a local state message 4 to all of the proxies within its own cluster. A proxy p j that receives a local state message will update its SCT P . 2. Aggregate State: Each border proxy p b periodically aggregates the service capability information of its own cluster and distributes it through an aggregate state message 5 to the neighboring border nodes in other clusters. A border node p b that receives such a packet updates its own SCT C , and is responsible for forwarding it to other proxies of its own cluster. Any proxy that receives a forwarded aggregate state packet simply updates its own SCT C .
Hierarchical Service Path Finding
In [11] , we provided a generic, global-view-based approach to finding optimal service paths in flat topologies. Due to the service functionality and service dependency restrictions in service routing, no existing solutions for data routing (e.g., Dijkstra's Algorithm) can be directly applied to solve the service routing problem. In [11] , we showed how to map the service topology and service request information into a directed acyclic graph (which we call service DAG), to make a classical shortest-paths algorithm applicable for computation of optimal service paths. The main objective of the mapping phase was to get rid of the complexities caused by the two restrictions stated above, so that any path that leads from the source node of the service DAG to the sink node of the service DAG would be a viable service path, and applying a shortest-path algorithm will return us a shortest service path in terms of a given metric.
Since in the HFC framework, the topology and state information has been abstracted at certain point, we will not be able to find a concrete service path in one single step. Instead, we will have to perform service path finding hierarchically, first at the cluster level and then at the proxy level. With only an abstract state of other clusters in the system, no single proxy is able to find a concrete service path solely on its own, unless all requested services can be satisfied in the local cluster. The general idea of hierarchical service routing is to first let some proxy (e.g., the destination proxy specified in the request) look for a cluster-level service path, so that to which cluster each service is mapped to is defined. Later, the proxy can let certain nodes of those particular clusters decide which specific in-cluster proxies will be the concrete providers of those services and combine their decisions to obtain the final service path. Figure 5 depicts a picture of hierarchical service routing at high level. We will call such a service path finding mechanism divide-and-conquer. Different than in [11] , which finds optimal solutions in terms of a given performance metric, now we can no longer guarantee that the resulting service paths are optimal. That is, although we sought to optimize distance independently at two levels of service routing, the overall service path may not be optimal due to topology abstractions. In parallel to describing the general procedures of hierarchical service routing below, we provide a small example for better illustration. The topology, as well as the detailed service capability information, are shown in Figure 6 . There are four clusters, C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 , whose elements (proxies) are labeled as C 0.0 , C 1.2 , . . ., according to how they are clustered, to ease our reading. Services available at each proxy are listed at the right side of the figure.
Inter-cluster Service Path Finding
Without loss of generality, we assume a service request, which comprises a source proxy, a service graph, and a destination proxy, and issued by a client, is sent to the destination proxy, and the output of this destination proxy will feed into the client's input.
map:
Based on the aggregate state information maintained at p d , find instances of the requested services in all clusters in the system by looking up p d 's SCT C , and construct a service DAG as described in [11] . Example: Based on the aggregate global state perceived by C2.1 ( Figure  7(a) ), map the service request (Figure 7(b) ) into a service DAG (Figure 7(c) ) by finding instances of each service in SCT C . The two end nodes of such a service DAG are, respectively, the IDs of the clusters in which the source and destination proxies fall; p d knows its own cluster's ID, and can query the source proxy for the source proxy's cluster ID. Note that the distance labeled on each link between a pair of clusters -C i and C j , is the distance between the border proxies of two clusters. The distance is zero if C i = C j . Although for simplicity the example only considers linear service graph, the solution can be easily extended to also consider non-linear service graphs, as shown in [11] . 2. apply shortest-paths algorithm: On top of the service DAG, a shortestpath algorithm such as Dijkstra's algorithm, or DAG-shortest-paths algorithm can be applied to compute a shortest path. We will call the resulting path a CSP (Cluster-Level Service Path). Such a CSP is a service path comprised by possibly several external clusters, whose fine-resolution states are not known at p d . Example: Although simply applying a classical shortest-paths algorithm (e.g., DAG-shortest-paths algorithm) on top of the service DAG would result in a cluster-level shortest service path, whose total distance is the sum of the lengths of external border links making up the path, we modify the DAGshortest-paths algorithm in such a way that selection of a shortest path also takes into account internal distances as much as possible. If, in the service topology of Figure 7 , there are two cluster-level service paths (path 1: C 0 → C 1 → C 2 and path 2: C 0 → C 3 → C 2 ) that both satisfy the given request, just judging from the external links, the proxy C 2.1 would see no difference between the two, because both paths have their total external link lengths of 45. However, if C 2.1 considers the internal distances between the border nodes as well, the latter might be a preferred path because: (1) in path 1, the service path will leave C 0 from C 0.1 , enter C 1 from C 1.0 , leave C 1 from C 1.2 , enter C 2 from C 2.0 , and finally reach the destination -C 2.1 , the total distance will be no less than 20 + 5 + 25 + 2 = 52; (2) in path 2, the service path will leave C 0 from C 0.0 , enter C 3 from C 3.0 , leave C 3 from C 3.0 , enter C 2 from C 2.2 , and finally reach the destination -C 2.1 , the total distance will be no less than 30 + 15 + 1 = 46. At this point, we have no way to know how long the intra-cluster service paths will be, but since the lower-bound distance of path 1 is higher than that of path 2, there's no reason for us not to prefer the latter to the former. In order to take the internal distances into account, we need to add a back-tracking procedure before performing the regular relax procedures in a classical shortest-paths algorithm. Details of such back-tracking verification are omitted from this paper. Readers can find similar mechanism used in [11] . The shortest service path is shown in bold lines in Figure 7 (c). 3. distribute child service requests (divide): Dissect the original service request into smaller portions, and distribute these child requests to the corresponding clusters.
Example: Once getting a shortest cluster-level service path, the destination proxy C 2.1 is responsible for dissecting the original request into pieces. Starting from the source node in the CSP, a new child request is formed for a consecutive set of nodes if these consecutive nodes are all mapped into the same cluster. For each child request, the selection of source proxy and destination proxy is done as follows. Let C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C n denote the sequence of clusters making up the CSP, and let the notation b i,j denote the border node inside cluster C i connecting to cluster C j , then in general, the source proxy of a child request i is b i,i−1 , and the destination node is b i,i+1 . If it is the first child request (i = 0), the source proxy is that indicated in the original service request; and if it is the last child request (i = n), the destination node is that indicated in the original service request. Figure 7 (d) shows the dissected child service requests. The first two child requests are to be sent to C 0.1 and C 1.2 , respectively, and the third one will be taken care of by C 2.1 itself. 4. compose child service paths (conquer): Wait for results of those child service requests to arrive, and compose all child service paths into a single one. This is the final service path. Example: The destination proxy C 2.1 waits for all child service paths 6 to arrive, and combine them as shown in Figure 7 (e).
Intra-cluster Service Path Finding
Since at the cluster level, proxy p d only knows in which cluster each requested service should be located, it will rely on some in-cluster proxies to further decide which proxy, specifically, will be the concrete provider of each service. A proxy p x , upon receiving a child service request that consists only of services satisfiable by p x 's cluster, will compute an optimal intra-cluster service path by using the solution described in [11] . The basic procedure consists of two steps: mapping and applying shortest-paths algorithm on top of the obtained service DAG. Different from the mapping step done for inter-cluster service routing above, where each service is mapped into a cluster by looking up SCT C , now each service will be mapped onto concrete proxies by looking up p x 's SCT P . After completing the computation of a shortest child service path, p x sends the result (child service path) back to p d for it to be composed with others.
Example: Computations of intra-cluster service paths are shown in Figure 8 .
Performance Studies
In this section, we conduct simulation tests to study the performances of our hierarchical framework. The simulations are done by using the well-known simulator ns2, and our Internet topologies are generated following the transit-stub model [26] . We will measure performances of the HFC framework in two aspects: state information maintenance overhead and service path efficiency.
State Information Maintenance Overhead
The biggest advantage of hierarchical routing is that state information maintenance overhead is reduced through topology abstraction. We will study the performance of the HFC topology by comparing it to that of single-level topologies. Since state in service routing includes two pieces of information: distance and service capability, we will quantify their overheads separately. Overhead is quantified in number of node-states; if a single node p keeps n node-states for particular state (either distance or service capability), it means that p maintains that many entries in its corresponding state table where each entry can be either for a single node or for a cluster, depending on situations.
Coordinates-Related Overhead:
In this work, since we used coordinatesbased distance map in the HFC framework, we will also assume this for singlelevel topology service routing. In a single-level topology, each proxy is required to keep coordinates of all proxies in the system. Therefore, assuming n is the size of the overlay network, the per proxy coordinates-related overhead is n nodestates. However, in an HFC topology, each proxy is only required to keep the coordinates of its local cluster nodes and the coordinates of all border nodes in the system. We set up overlay topologies of different sizes: 250, 500, 750, and 1000 proxies, on top of physical topologies generated by using the TS model [26] . Each overlay topology is tested on top of 10 different physical topologies. Figure  9 (a) shows the results averaged over 10 tests.
Service-Capability-Related Overhead:
In a single-level topology, each proxy again, needs to maintain service capability information for all proxies (n nodes) in the system. However, in the HFC framework, the number of such nodes perceived at a single proxy is the sum of the number of nodes in each proxy's own cluster plus the number of clusters in the system. Figure 9 (b) shows results of the simulation tests with the same setups as above. While in flat topologies, both overheads would increase linearly with constant one, the increases are much slower in the hierarchical case (with dramatically smaller constants), meaning the HFC framework scales much better than flat topologies. Although theoretically in the worst case, hierarchical organizations may not produce advantages, for example, when most of the nodes fall into one cluster, such undesirable phenomena did not happen in our simulation tests, and we think that extremely unbalanced network node distribution would not happen in practice either. We intend to analyze the node distribution issue further in our future study. Also note that in all of the simulations of this paper, coordinate spaces of two dimensions are used. It would be also interesting, in the future, to quantify the precisions of the distance maps obtained by using coordinate spaces of different dimensions, and see their impact on clustering.
Service Path Efficiency
The goal of service routing is to find efficient service paths. Since in this paper, we only consider distance as the routing metric, we say that for a single service request, a shorter path is more efficient that a longer one. We will compare path efficiencies achieved by our hierarchical service routing framework (HFC with topology abstraction) against those of regular mesh-based solutions. At the same time, we will also quantify the performance losses solely caused by topology aggregation. Hence we will compare path efficiencies achieved by our HFC framework against those achieved by HFC without topology abstraction. To be fair, performances will be compared in the same simulation environments. We wrote programs to generate random simulated environments for overlay topolo- gies with 250, 500, 750, and 1000 proxies. Table 1 shows the settings. We conduct two sets of tests for different purposes.
We first compare path efficiencies of hierarchical service routing against those of regular meshes. A regular mesh is constructed with the following rules: each proxy creates links to its 1-4 nearest neighbors, and 1-2 randomly chosen, farther located neighbors (to make the topology connected). In a single-level (mesh) topology solution, each node maintains global state of the system. Thus, a single node is able to find an optimal service path by applying the methods described in [11] . The first two bars in each 3-bar set of Figure 10 show the average service path lengths obtained for the two tests. Each point in the figure corresponds to the average result of up to 5 runs (on top of 5 different physical topologies), with 1000 client requests per each run. We see that despite the distance information imprecision introduced in the HFC framework, the performance of the HFC framework is still comparable to (actually slightly better than) single-level mesh solutions. This is the case because in the HFC topology, the number of hops between two overlay nodes (or neighboring services) is constrained to no more than two. As predicted, this feature potentially increases service path efficiencies.
The biggest disadvantage of hierarchical routing is that path efficiencies may get compromised due to routing information imprecision. Thus, it is interesting to examine the performance degradation caused solely by topology aggregation in hierarchical service routing (i.e., performance compromise of doing hierarchical service routing). For this purpose, we compare performances achieved by HFC topologies in two cases. In case one, we perform the topology aggregation as described throughout this paper. In the second case, we do not perform any topology abstraction or state information aggregation on top of the HFC topology. Therefore, each proxy will have full state of the whole system. The last two bars in each 3-bar set of Figure 10 give us a comparison between the two; the differences between the two show the performance deterioration caused by the distance imprecision in hierarchical service routing.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a hierarchical service routing framework that solves the three challenges described in Section 1, and studied its performances through simulations. Despite the distance imprecision introduced in hierarchical service routing, our framework achieved path efficiencies as good as regular single-level mesh solutions, while also achieving scalability. Service routing is still a new area. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only work so far dealing with hierarchical service routing. We expect this research area to be further explored in the future. Some of the improvements that we can think of for our HFC framework can be dynamic membership and QoS. The framework so far does the clustering operations all at once. However, in the real world, we should allow proxies to join and leave dynamically. While we can let future proxies join clusters of their nearest neighbors, multiple joins and leaves may deteriorate the quality of clustering. Thus some kind of re-structuring mechanism needs to be devised. Also, many applications are QoS demanding. How to embed QoS (e.g., network bandwidth, machine load, machine volatility) into hierarchical service topologies, and properly aggregate those pieces of information into meaningful service routing state, are important issues.
